
2016-09-19 - ISDA Team - Stand-up Meeting Notes
Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing 
Zhang

   

Brock 
Angelo Work on documentation of IML-CZO data and parsers

Plan Geodashboard walk-through
Plan webinar for IML-CZO PI's to ingest data

 

Christoph
er 
Navarro

BD
Improve datawolf provenance endpoint to handle DAP log files

CyberSEES
Hackathon M - Wed, in town Tuesday
Answer student questions about datawolf/cross origin issue

NIST
Code Review
Continue working on the bridge damage python example

BD
Created datawolf/provenance slides for NSF visit
Updated fence API to remove requirement of 
sending the fence host in the body for datawolf
Code review

CyberSEES
Hackathon M-W
Sent answers to datawolf user trying to work 
through using datawolf

NIST
Reviewed several Pull requests
Opened bug to create ingest pages for importing 
tornados from external sources

Other
Transitioned MSR project rapid water model 
workflow to new instance of DataWolf to purge old 
data that was filling the disk - testing the moved 
workflow will be next week

Eugene 
Roeder

   

Htut 
Khine 
Htay Win

   

Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

CyberSEES
Hackathon

GLM
Review and update pull requests

SEAD
Review and update pull requests

CyberSEES
Hackathon Monday to Wednesday

GLM
Review and update pull requests

SEAD
Update breadcrumbs pull request
Review pull requests

Inna 
Zharnitsky

   

Jing Ge    

Jong Lee    

Kenton 
McHenry Prepare for Bob's visit

BD Sprint 6 tasks
Christine visit
Follow up on Moesta data and NCSA hosted datasets
Follow up on NDS report

Prepare for Bob's visit
BD Sprint 6 tasks
Christine visit
Follow up on Moesta data and NCSA hosted datasets
Follow up on NDS report
HR
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Luigi 
Marini Brown Dog

Finish Fence activity tracking
Finish db-api-dev setup
Develop presentations and demos for visit next week

SEAD
New sprint planning
Relationships development

IMLCZO
Extraction and data inventories

HR

BD
added activity tracking by file in redis, need api 
endpoint
bd-api-dev is no updated based on bamboo biulds
finished presentations

SEAD
sprint planning

HR

Marcus 
Slavenas BD

prepare bdfiddle demo
GLTG

continue refactoring usgs parser and running on prod

BD
prepare bdfiddle slides
multi-user jupyter server

fixed authentication
working on recurring redirection loop

not fixed yet
started working on rest api for jupyter server for 
posting jupyterfiles

GLTG
added nutrient impaired layers
started refactoring load calculation

error arose - USGS changed parameters' 
codes - fixed parser

GLM
running noaa sites (minimal time spent)

Maxwell 
Burnette deploy extractors deployed demosaic extractor for TERRA

writing to local output path on ROGER + 
uploading to TERRA as local path pointer
pyclowder updates to clean out /tmp files after 
processing

NDS meetings
small Clowder bugfixes to release 1.0

https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/bitbucket
/projects/CATS/repos/clowder/pull-requests/1017
/overview
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/bitbucket
/projects/CATS/repos/clowder/pull-requests/1012
/overview

 

 - CATS-662 Postgres label incorrect in 

 status DONE

Michal 
Ondrejcek SEAD - JIRA tasks, re-open  - SEAD-1108 Email event setting 

, does not work on sead2-dev,   appears to have no effect   SEAD-
 - 1036 Include public and published content on Project Space landing 
 page IN PROGRESS

MDF - 2016-09-19+Kickoff
MWRD - monthly meeting, slides, data ingestion per Chicago request, 
comments to Mason's proposal

SEAD - JIRA tasks, clean the code, tabs etc., complex 
Space template change
MDF - 2016-09-19+Kickoff
MWRD - done presentation, partially done, follow-up

Omar 
Elabd Code Reviews

Water Network Recovery Analysis
Clean up Code
Setup Demo

v2 Development

Water Network Recovery Analysis
Testing, Cleaning
Reporting

Started work on v2 RDF Server
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Rob 
Kooper LSST

finish swimlanes
SEAD

migration for chicana
TERRA/NCSA/SEAD

events refactoring
PEcAn

THREDS server

LSST
swimlanes finished and presented

SEAD
started migration code, need more testing

TERRA
lots of little clowder improvements to clean up 
clowder running on TERRA

PEcAn
THREDS server running, need ways to configure 
next

Sandeep 
Puthanve
etil 
Satheesan

BD
Complete development for presentation
Complete presentation

Completed presentation on "moving compute to data"
Completed development for presentation

Shannon 
Bradley HR tasks

Brown Dog PPT
JIRA Best Practices
Office Standards PPT
Meals/Reservations for Chadduck visit
ISDA Budget Spreadsheet graphing and better understanding
1 on 1s
Spin PPT
PM Progress Tracking
Set up second TV

Did not work on JIRA best practices yet
Need to work on Office Standards
SPIN PPT on back burner

All other tasks complete

Presented Office Ettiquette at Friday ISDA team meeting

JIRA Management / continuing education on pulling data for 
reports

Smruti 
Padhy

   

Yan Zhao  
SEAD

CATS-664, SEAD-1080-- not finished
BD

docker hub for 5 extractor
fix the failure of PECAN on dap, still have a 
problem to fix but not reflected in the test

MSC
receive image

Yong 
Wook 
Kim

Fix JIRA issues for incore
Start working on incore v2

Worked on 

 

Worked on 

 

Worked on 

 

 - ERGO-450 Make ROI center coordinate as a default 

 lat/lon for earthquake RESOLVED

Worked on 

 

 - ERGO-449 Cannot Edit Style for Potable Water 

 Facility Damage RESOLVED

 

  - Jira project doesn't INCORE1-113

exist or you don't have permission to view 

it.

  - Jira project doesn't INCORE1-114

exist or you don't have permission to view 

it.
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